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A B S T R A C T   

In the present work, laser process window and welding suitability of the neat isotactic polypropylene (iPP) and 
its carbon black (CB: 0–3 wt.%) composites was defined for laser transmission welding (LTW) with the help of 
thermal characterisation and thermal simulation. This novel approach of welding feasibility moves from trial and 
error to robust analytical methods. The non-contact spacer method is also a novel feature of this study, followed 
by X-ray diffraction of the laser-treated iPP composites. This study emphasises the importance of crystallinity in 
defining weld integrity and quality. The welding experiments were conducted with line energies of 0.06–0.12 J/ 
mm using the Response Surface Methodology approach by varying laser power and welding speed. The com-
posites with 0.5 wt.% and 1.0 wt.% of CB were welded successfully with neat iPP, but composites with CB (>1 wt. 
%) were difficult to weld due to degradation. Weld lap shear strength and apparent weld width measured during 
mechanical testing showed better weld quality for 1 wt.% CB welded at line energy 0.12 J/m. Mathematical 
models have been developed based on the experimental results of central composite design after backward 
elimination. The present study demonstrates that an increase in CB to an optimised value fulfils the requirements 
of high welding speed with improved crystallinity and weld strength. This study is of keen interest to in-
dustrialists and researchers.   

1. Introduction 

Laser transmission welding or LTW is a joining technique to weld two 
or more plastic surfaces in a selective and contactless manner with low 
mechanical and thermal stresses [1]. It is a clean and precise electro-
magnetic welding process amenable to a high degree of automation [2]. 
In this process, there is no pre-treatment requirement (like surface 
cleaning in adhesive bonding), no mechanical stress accumulation (like 
in ultrasonic or vibration welding) and no generation of micro-particles 
or any by-products [3]. The application of LTW of plastics has increased 

with the development of high power diode lasers emitting at wave-
lengths in the near-infrared [4]. The joints formed through diode laser 
welding are cleaner and stronger[5]. During the process, the radiation 
passes through the laser transmissive layer (LT) and hits the laser 
absorptive layer (LA), which are in close contact with each other with the 
help of a clamping pressure or force[6,7]. The LA often contains carbon 
black (CB), which can absorb the laser energy, converts it into heat 
energy, and consequently melt the materials, leading to a weld forma-
tion at the interfacial regions of the layers. With the LTW technique, 
precise welding can be possible in hard-to-reach areas [8-10]. CB in LA 
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plays an important role in the LTW process[11]. In 2001, during LTW of 
polypropylene and polyacetal, Haberstroh et al.[11] studied the influ-
ence of CB on weld strength and also carried out the initial analyses of 
the weld seam cross-section. In 2006, Haberstroh et al. [12] examined 
the influence of CB loading on the weld seam formation while joining 
thermoplastics (neat polycarbonate, PC as LT and PC containing 0.5, 1 
and 1.5 wt.% CB as LA) in micro-technology applications. It has been 
noticed that, with an increase in the CB content, there was a decrease in 
the penetration depth. This was due to the change in the type of ab-
sorption with an increase in CB, i.e., from volume absorption to surface 
absorption where weld width is higher than weld depth. The optical 
penetration depth in the LA layer is determined by the concentration of 
CB, which defines the temperature distribution, the shape and strength 
of the laser welds during the welding process [13]. However, in these 
studies, the influence of crystallinity was not studied in detail which is 
the most important characteristic of semi-crystalline polymers that ul-
timately determine their mechanical properties [14]. Some studies 
correlate an increase in CB concentration with the crystallinity of iPP 
due to nucleation promotion [15]. However, these studies do not 
describe the LTW process with material crystallinity in detail. Ghorbel 
et al. [16] studied the geometrical and microstructure characterisation 
of the weld during LTW of iPP, however, its overall influence on the 
mechanical properties of the welded iPP is not studied in detail. In the 
present study, we are trying to correlate CB and laser parameters with 
the crystallinity of iPP and extend this correlation by measuring and 
analysing the mechanical properties of the laser welded iPP. 

The degree of crystallinity differs with polymer grade, compounding 
ingredients and their processing conditions [17]. In the present study, 
injection moulded isotactic polypropylene (iPP) is used as the base 
material which is a semi-crystalline thermoplastic [18]. It is a high- 
volume commodity plastic often known for its low-cost engineering 
material. It has good hardness, chemical and environmental stress 
cracking resistance. Depending upon the percentage of the polymorphic 
forms α, β, γ and mesomorphic, the percentage of crystallinity in iPP 
varies, typical range 30–60%. These transformations and degrees of 
crystallinity can be determined using X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy. In LTW of plastics, melting en-
ergy depends on the crystallinity grade for semi-crystalline thermo-
plastics. The melting energy is relative to the proportion of the 
crystalline phase of semi-crystalline polymers. 

The mechanical properties of the laser-welded products or the weld 
quality also depend upon the laser parameters such as laser power (P), 
welding speed (S), clamping pressure, spot diameter, etc [16,19,20]. P 
and S are considered the most important parameters of the LTW process. 
P determines the laser intensity controlling the heat input and S de-
termines the laser-polymer interaction time that controls the heat 
diffusion during the LTW process [21,22]. The distribution of laser en-
ergy within the focus spot can also impact weld quality, but this is not 
readily adjustable for a given LTW set-up and is considered a constant in 
this work. A Gaussian beam with a beam diameter of 2.1 mm is used in 
the present study. Higher P values allow for greater S and decrease the 
cycle time for better productivity. In one of the studies, Acherjee et al. 
(2017) [23] welded neat polycarbonate (PC) with 0.1 wt.% CB at 
P = 10–20 W, S = 4–16 mm/s, the stand-off distance of 25–37 mm and 
clamp pressure varying from 1.2 to 6 MPa. They observed higher weld 
strength at higher P values. Mamuschkin et al. (2013) [24] also obtained 
higher strength (in terms of breaking load) of the laser welded iPP 
samples at higher values of power of the diode laser. However, excess 
heat input may lead to partial decomposition of the welding materials 
leading to the formation of weaker bonds and lower weld shear strength 
values [25]. In these studies, the degradation temperature of the mate-
rial was not determined, which plays an important role to understand 
the weld failure. 

Sufficient laser energy is required during LTW to initiate the melting 
of the polymer. Defining a process window for LTW of thermoplastics 

and their composites is often challenging due to the inherent non- 
linearity of the relationship between the input energy parameters and 
resulting temperature profile and the high heat density of the process 
[21]. 

In the present research, injection moulded neat iPP was used as LT 
layer and CB incorporated iPP composites (PP-CB) were used as the LA 
layer, defined in section 2. The first objective of the present study is to 
define laser process parameters using preliminary results of thermal 
simulation and thermal characterisation of the base material without 
laser welding (section 3). The second objective is to study the trend of 
the change in the percentage of crystallinity of the laser-treated sample 
through the non-contact spacer method. This is a novel approach in the 
morphological study of the LTW of semi-crystalline polymers which 
defines the effect of the thermal cycle leading to morphological changes 
and correlating to the mechanical properties of the welds (section 5). To 
the best of our knowledge, it has not been applied in other published 
approaches that investigate LTW. This differentiates our approach from 
what has already been published. Laser trials were carried out based on 
the results from thermal and morphological studies to achieve the third 
objective of the present research. The last objective is to investigate the 
effect of varying CB and laser parameters on the LTW process and weld 
integrity, which was studied in detail through a design of experiment 
(DoE) response surface methodology (RSM). The performance of LTW 
was evaluated through the lap-joint shear test method, which is 
considered the most suitable test method [26]. Weld quality was ana-
lysed in terms of apparent weld width and weld lap shear strength ob-
tained after mechanical testing of lap joint laser-welded composites, as 
described in section 6. The importance of crystallinity to the overall 
strength of the laser-welded composite is highlighted as a unique nov-
elty of the present study. The study of the effect of CB % on polymer 
crystallinity is a distinct dimension of this paper and this is not reported 
earlier to the best of our knowledge. RSM (details are provided in Sup-
plementary File Note 1) and analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used 
after backward elimination to develop regression equations for deter-
mining an optimised set of process parameters for the LTW of the PP-CB 
composites described in section 6. Furthermore, regression equations 
have been obtained to predict apparent weld width and weld lap shear 
strength using the results of mechanical testing. Emphasising these ob-
jectives, the present research article fills the gap and provides a state-of- 
the-art of importance of CB, crystallinity and laser parameters for 
defining laser processing window and weld qualities in the field of LTW. 
The flow chart shown in Fig. 1, represents the optimisation of the laser 
welding process of the polymers with the aid of experimental, simula-
tion and characterisation of the samples. 

2. Materials 

In the present work, a neat iPP was used as a laser transmissive layer 
(LT) and iPP composites containing 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 wt.% CB were 
was used as a laser absorptive layer (LA). These samples have a small 
percentage of ethylene content (PPCP: random polypropylene copol-
ymer). Rectangular samples of dimension 40 × 10 × 2 mm3 were cut 
from injection moulded plaques of size 76.2 × 50.8 × 2 mm3 using a 
pneumatically operated test sample cutting press with a cutting die. The 
samples are obtained from industrial partners for research purposes. As 
shown in Fig. 2, the rectangular samples were stamped from either side 
of the hole to avoid the effects of formed flow lines of injection moulded 
parts on welding quality as much as possible. Flow lines are the weak 
areas for the injection moulded parts. If they are included in the samples 
that need to be welded, stress will be focused on a small rather than 
distributed throughout the polymer matrix during application. 

3. Methodology for defining laser process window 

Thermal analysis of the base material was carried out to determine 
the melting and degradation temperature. These temperatures were 
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correlated with the thermal modelling temperatures and the laser pro-
cess window was defined. 

3.1. Thermal properties of base materials 

The samples for thermal analysis were microtomed (Leica SM200 R) 
to the films with a thickness of 120 μm from the mid-portion/cross- 
section of the base material, neat iPP and its CB composite before 
welding trials. All the CB composite (0.5, 1, 2 and 3 wt.%) samples were 
considered for thermal characterisation. 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out via a Perkin 
Elmer Pyris TGA 1. The samples were heated from 30 ◦C to 700 ◦C at 
20 ◦C/min using an aluminium crucible. 

Non-isothermal Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) tests were 
carried out to investigate the thermal properties of the neat iPP and its 
composites. The untreated films were heated from − 50 ◦C to 200 ◦C, 
held isothermally at 200 ◦C for 10 min to remove the thermal and stress 

histories, cooled to − 50 ◦C and then heated up to 200 ◦C again using a 
Perkin Elmer DSC4000. The heating rate of the scans was at the rate of 
10◦ C/min. The melt temperatures Tm2 were determined from the 
melting peak of the first and second heating scans, respectively. The 
crystallisation temperature (Tc), its onset (Tonset) and enthalpy of crys-
tallisation (ΔHc) were obtained from the maximum onset and area of the 
crystallisation peak of the cooling scan. The ratio of the melting 
enthalpy, ΔHf from the fourth cycle and the enthalpy of fusion of ideal 
iPP crystal (ΔHfo = 207 J g-1) was applied to estimate the degree of 
crystallinity of iPP in the composites (Xc). 

Thermal degradation of iPP and its CB composites were studied by 
determining their mass loss during heating. Fig. 3 shows the mass loss 
(TG%) and the derivative mass loss (DTG) curves of all the composites. 
The graph indicates that all the composites showed a single step of 
degradation. The onset degradation temperature of neat iPP begins at 
410.13 ◦C, while the presence of CB leads to a shift of the initial mass loss 
towards higher temperature. In the TGA curve (Fig. 3, (a)), there was a 
clear shift of onset temperature of almost 130 ◦C for composites con-
taining 0.5 wt.% of CB. In the DTG curve (Fig. 3, (b)), a significant shift 
of the first derivative peak to a higher temperature with CB was 
observed. For 0.5 wt.% CB, there was a shift of ̴ 79 ◦C in the peak tem-
perature. The results indicate an enhancement in the thermal stability of 
the composites with an increase in CB content. Similar behaviour of CB 
nanocomposites was observed by Chrissafis et al., 2007 [27] using the 
iPP matrix. Higher degradation temperatures are advantageous for the 
welding process as it facilitates higher temperature welding through 
larger weld zones and perhaps increases the flow in the melt. Table 1 
shows that the temperature during the laser welding process should be 
below 410 ◦C to avoid degradation of the welding assembly, which will 

Fig. 1. Flow chart representing the optimisation of the laser welding process of the polymers with the aid of experimental, simulation and characterization of 
the samples. 

Fig. 2. Region selection for lap joint weld geometry.  
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deteriorate the weld strength. 
The laser energy needs to be sufficient to allow the material to melt, 

flow and inter-diffuse at the interface of the joining assembly. The 
temperatures obtained from DSC results helps to set the laser parame-
ters. Fig. 4 shows the DSC cooling and heating traces of iPP and its 
composites. An exothermic transition was observed in the cooling scan 
(Fig. 4, a) for all the composites due to crystallisation. An increase in the 
Tonset for CB composites compared to neat iPP indicates the nucleation 
behaviour of CB which increases the crystallinity [28]. The increase in 
crystallinity leads to an increase in the chain packing of the polymer. 

The results of the cooling exotherm are summarised in Table 2. It 
shows that the Tonset of iPP increased by ̴ 10◦ C at a loading of 0.5 wt.% of 
CB (PP-CB-0.5). Further increase of CB did not show much change on 
Tonset. For 0.5 wt.% and 1.0 wt.% CB, the rate of crystallisation was 
faster. Tm2 is the peak endothermic temperature or the melting tem-
perature from the second heat curve of DSC which was used for calcu-
lating ΔT = (Tm2-Tc). The value of Tm2 did not vary much upon the 
incorporation of varying amounts of CB. For 0.5 and 1.0 wt.% of CB, 
there was a decrease in the value of ΔT, which confirms that CB acts as a 
nucleating agent for these two compositions and increases the crystal-
linity of the composite. 

The second heat scan (Fig. 4,b) were used to evaluate the melting 

characteristics of neat iPP and its CB composites and the effect of CB 
filler. Two melting endotherms were observed for each composite in the 
second heating scan. This could be due to the melting behaviour of 
different types of lamellar crystals and crystallite size [29], with melting 
temperatures around 135 ◦C and 148 ◦C. This would have formed due to 
the presence of a small percentage of ethylene content in iPP (PPCP: 
polypropylene random copolymer). It could also be due to previous 
crystallisation conditions, i.e., cooling rate or step-like melting mecha-
nism properties. The decrease in the melting Tonset confirms the imper-
fect crystal formation in the iPP composites with CB content. 

The crystallinity percentage (χDSC) was evaluated as the ratio of 
measured enthalpy of fusion from the area under the curve of endo-
thermic transition and enthalpy of 100% crystalline iPP as given by 
equation (1). The enthalpy for 100% crystalline iPP was taken from the 
literature 207 J/g [30]. 

χc =
ΔHf

ΔHfo (1 − Xp)
X100 (1) 

The results of melting and percentage crystallinity are summarised in 
Table 3. Percentage crystallinity was measured from DSC (χDSC) curves. 

Including CB into the iPP, matrix affects its crystallisation behaviour 
through a nucleation effect and by changing the mobility of the polymer 
chain segments via a hindrance effect. If the chain mobility confinement 
effect is dominant during the crystallisation process, the crystallisation 
temperature shifts to lower values and the degree of crystallinity de-
creases. Otherwise, they increase due to heterogeneous crystallisation 
occurrence. In heterogonous crystallisation, CB particles act as nucle-
ation agents that decrease the nucleation barrier energy for crystal-
lisation and increase the crystallinity percentage. 

It is clear from Fig. 5 and Table 3, that the crystallinity percentage of 
the composites are higher than the neat PP due to the heterogeneous 
crystallization of CB particles. However, regarding the competition be-
tween nucleation promotion and hindrance effect, the crystallinity de-
gree increased up to the 2 wt.% CB and dropped at 3 wt.% CB due to the 
heterogeneous nucleation dominance and reduction of the chain 
mobility respectively. With increases in the CB loading the value of 
crystallinity changes due to a competition between nucleation promo-
tion and hindrance effect. 

An increase in crystallinity of the base material can contribute to an 
increase in the mechanical property of the overall laser-welded assem-
bly. Therefore the weld strength of 1.0 wt.% CB composites could be 
higher compared to 0.5 wt.% CB. Also, higher crystallinity may lead to 
more scattering [31], resulting in wider WW and reduced weld depth. 
The addition of nucleating agents in the LT layer can increase the per-
centage crystallinity as well as the degradation temperature. The sam-
ples can be welded at higher laser power values and faster welding 

Fig. 3. (a) TGA and (b) DTG traces of PP-CB composites.  

Table 1 
Results of TGA/DTG traces for PP-CB Composites.  

Composites Onset degradation 
temperature (◦C) 

Peak temperature of DTG 
curve (◦C) 

Neat PP  410.13  494.71 
PP-CB-0.5  540.10  573.62 
PP-CB-1  543.49  576.89 
PP-CB-2  559.37  582.87 
PP-CB-3  566.06  586.50  

Table 2 
Results of DSC traces of PP-CB Composites (heating rate 10◦ C/min, N2 atm).  

Composite 
designation 

Tonset 

(◦C) 
Tc(◦C) ΔHc (J/ 

g) 
Tm2(◦C) ΔT (Tm2- 

Tc) 

Neat PP  135.85  115.23  75.08  148.36  33.13 
PP-CB-0.5  145.82  115.29  68.08  147.92  32.63 
PP-CB-1  149.98  115.00  63.13  148.07  33.07 
PP-CB-2  144.01  114.19  78.87  148.05  33.86 
PP-CB-3  145.49  114.49  58.39  147.91  33.42 

Tonset, onset temperature of crystallisation; Tc, peak exotherm temperature; ΔHc, 
heat of crystallisation from the area under the exothermic peak; Tm2, peak 
endothermic temperature/melting temperature. 
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speed. However, the optical properties need to be taken care of, 
considering the scattering phenomenon leading to the loss of laser 
radiations. 

3.2. Thermal modelling for design matrix 

The thermal profiling of the lap joint area was carried out with the 
assistance of simulation modelling using the heat transfer module of 
COMSOL Multiphysics 5.6 software. The thermal model developed is a 
preliminary model which is only used to provide temperatures for the 
given laser process window. The details involving the analysis of the 
thermal profile of the lap joint area carried out are studied in the pre-
viously published work based on “Simulated Effect of Carbon Black on 

High-Speed Laser Transmission Welding of Polypropylene with Low 
Line Energy”. Line energy is defined as the ratio of P and S. In order to 
calculate the temperature field, there were a few assumptions made with 
the help of the studies carried out by Acherjee et al. (2010) [32]. These 
are as follows:  

1. The iPP and its composites are considered to be in close proximity 
and have isotropic thermophysical behaviour during the LTW 
process.  

2. Conduction and convection mode of heat transfer was considered 
between the iPP and its CB composite and the phase transition heat 
effect were neglected.  

3. The geometrical portion where the temperatures were higher than 
the material melt temperature (Tm) which were regarded as the weld 
zone. 

The thermophysical and optical properties used in the simulation are 
provided in Table 4. 

For the thermal simulation, the lap joint area has been used, as 
shown in Fig. 6 (a). Near the weld contour, mesh size was kept minimum 
and at the external boundaries of the geometry, the mesh size was kept 
larger, shown in Fig. 6 (b). By varying the P and S of the laser beam with 
a 2 mm spot diameter, the maximum weld temperature was calculated 
(Table 5). Based on the values of P and S, the obtained values of tem-
perature greater than the polymer melting temperature (from 
DSC:>140 ◦C) and lesser than the degradation temperature (from TGA: 
<410 ◦C) were considered as a deciding factor for the welding input 
parameters [33]. The simulated thermal profile for the absorptive layer 
of 0.5 wt.% CB/iPP for P = 100 W, speed = 1200 mm/s at (0, y, z) plane 
during LTW at t = 0.025 s is shown in Fig. 6 (c) and thermal profile 
(temperature) of (x, y, 0) plane during LTW at t = 0.0127 s is shown in 
Fig. 6 (d). 

Table 5 provides the information regarding the maximum tempera-
ture in the geometry, attained at weld contour for 0.5 wt.% and 1.0 wt.% 
CB. These simulated temperature values are considered approximations 
and bases for experiments for systematically reducing the number of 
trials and errors. The table indicates that for the given process window, 
the temperature attained was above the melting temperature (>140 ◦C). 
For certain combinations of S and P, the attainable temperatures were 
higher than the degradation temperature (>410 ◦C, section 3.1). How-
ever, composites at these combinations were feasible to weld leading to 
good welding during laser trial experiments. This is because the degra-
dation temperatures were obtained from TGA analysis carried out at 
20 ◦C/min, which was much slower than the S rate (S > 1000 mm/s). 
The polymer degradation is negligible at high S (rapid thermal cycle in 
welding), which implies the degradation percentage of the material to 
the overall weld is insignificant. Composites containing 2 and 3 wt.% CB 

Fig. 4. DSC traces of iPP and its composites at 10◦ C/min under N2 atm (a) cooling curve (b) second heating curve.  

Table 3 
DSC scan results (second heating curves): Effect of CB content on the melting 
behaviour and crystallinity.  

Composite designation Second endotherm (◦C) ΔHf (J/g) χDSC (%) 

Tonset Tm2 

Neat PP  140.61  148.36  75.43  36.44 
PP-CB-0.5  139.45  147.92  76.79  37.28 
PP-CB-1  139.44  148.07  78.45  38.28 
PP-CB-2  140.32  148.05  83.57  41.20 
PP-CB-3  139.79  147.91  74.86  37.28 

Tonset is thermoset temperature of melting, Tm2 is the endothermic peak tem-
perature/melting temperature, ΔHf is the heat of fusion. 

Fig. 5. Percentage crystallinity for iPP and its CB composites.  
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could not be welded experimentally with the same set of parameters 
which will be discussed in the next section of the experimental design. 

4. Experimental design 

Contour laser welding was performed on an LPKF InlineWeld 6200 
machine (Garben, Germany) with a spot diameter of 2.1 mm and 
clamping force of 700 N. Infrared radiations were produced by a high- 
power diode laser source with a wavelength of 980 nm (laser pulse 

frequency of the continuous wave). The uniform pressure was applied 
with a pneumatic clamping device for an enhanced flow of the molten 
plastic material into the microstructures. ProSet 3.0 and WeldPro Light 
software (version 1.168) were used for contour formation and welding, 
respectively. The laser power (P) value was verified using a laser power 
meter Fit-500 from Laser 2000. The picture of the high-power diode 
laser machine is shown in Supplementary Note 2, Fig. 1. 

The dimensions of the sample and the lap joint geometry is presented 
in Fig. 7. The LT overlaps 10 mm with the LA so that the overall length of 
the joint sample was about 70 mm, and the total joint area was 
10 × 10 mm2 with the welding direction in the z-axis. 

Thermal properties and thermal modelling results were used to 
define the laser welding parameters. They assisted in systematically 
reducing the number of trial and error and providing estimation for laser 
parameters. This allows the joining technique of LTW to move beyond 
trial-and-error methods to robust analytical methods. Various laser trials 
were carried out experimentally by fixing the welding speed (S) and 
varying the laser power (P) from 10 to 150 W. With S = 1000 mm/s and 
P < 80 W, there was no welding observed between LT and LA. This is 
because there is insufficient thermal energy to melt the thermoplastic at 
low P values or low line energy. The 0.5 wt.% and 1 wt.% CB containing 
composites were getting welded for P = 80–120 W and S = 1000 mm/s. 
Degradation was observed for P > 120 W for S = 1000 mm/s. Later, P 
was fixed to 120 W, and S was gradually increased from 1000 mm/s to 
2000 mm/s. LT and LA were successfully welded until S = 1400 mm/s. 
For S > 1400 mm/s and P = 120 W, there was no welding observed again 
due to low line energy. 

Table 4 
Thermophysical and optical properties of iPP used in simulations.  

Material Density (kg.m3) Specific heat (J.g¡1.K¡1) Thermal conductivity (W.m¡1.K¡1) Extinction coefficient [1/mm] 

iPP 900 
=

{
1.92

[
1 + 3(T − 25)10− 3 ] for T ≤ Tm

2.54
[
1 + 1.4(T − 25)10− 3 ] for T > Tm 

0.21 0.11 

PP-CB-0.5 900 
=

{
1.92

[
1 + 3(T − 25)10− 3 ] for T ≤ Tm

2.54
[
1 + 1.4(T − 25)10− 3 ] for T > Tm 

0.23 35 

PP-CB-1 900 
=

{
1.92

[
1 + 3(T − 25)10− 3 ] for T ≤ Tm

2.54
[
1 + 1.4(T − 25)10− 3 ] for T > Tm 

0.25 70  

Fig. 6. (a) Schematics of LT and LA with wt.% CB with the lapped portion (b) An illustration of non-uniform pattern of mesh utilised for geometrical model (c) 
thermal profile (temperature) of (0, y, z) plane during LTW at t = 0.025 s (d) thermal profile (temperature) of (x, y, 0) plane during LTW at t = 0.0127 s of simulation 
for LA of 0.5 wt.% CB containing iPP for P = 100 W and S = 1200 mm/s. 

Table 5 
Simulated temperatures for the given process window.  

Variables 0.5 wt.% CB 1.0 wt.% CB 

Laser power (P 
in Watt) 

Welding speed (S 
in mm/s) 

Boundary 
Tmax 

(in ◦C) 

Tmax 

(in 
◦C) 

Boundary 
Tmax (◦C) 

Tmax 

(in 
◦C) 

80 1000 254 332 383 448 
80 1200 222 293 338 398 
80 1400 195 258 305 360 
100 1000 306 402 461.5 540 
100 1200 268 356 406.5 480 
100 1400 239 320 367.5 434.5 
120 1000 358 469 540 632 
120 1200 313 416 475 562 
120 1400 279 375 430 509 

Tmax: Maximum temperature in the geometry. 
Boundary Tmax: Maximum temperature attained at weld contour. 
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In the present study, full quadratic Central Composite Design (CCD) 
of RSM was utilised (Table 1 of Supplementary Note 3 shows 52 
experimental observations). The backward elimination process elimi-
nated the terms that were not significant to improve the model’s ade-
quacy [9]. The low, mid and high levels of the continuous factors of 
design of experiment, P and S, are mentioned in Table 6 with units and 
notations. Two levels of CB were studied as categorical factors, 0.5 wt.% 
and 1.0 wt.% CB, as higher levels got degraded at the given laser pro-
cessing condition. All other laser parameters were kept constant. The 
theory and advantages of using the RSM and ANOVA method are pro-
vided in detail in Supplementary Note 1. 

Box-Behnken Design is also another approach that can be utilised for 
three factors at three levels. Although the method does require slightly 
fewer experiments to be performed compared to CCD, the quality of the 
prediction is poor near the extremes of the experimental domain. 

A pneumatic clamping device applied a uniform pressure (clamping 
force 700 N) to enhance the molten plastic material in the microstruc-
tures. The composites were welded to obtain a smoother heat-affected 
zone (HAZ) as the first visual inspection reported by Juhl et al., 2013 
[34], avoiding obvious material decomposition or other visual defects. 

For the given process window in Table 6, laser trials for the com-
posites containing 2.0 and 3.0 wt.% of CB were also carried out. How-
ever, these composites got degraded before they could melt for weld 
formation due to excess laser energy absorbed by the CB particles. Fig. 8 
(a) and (b) show the neat iPP welded with the composite containing 
0.5 wt.% CB and degraded with the 3.0 wt.% CB loaded composite. 

5. Morphological characterisation 

The thermal history of the polymers defines their morphologies, 
including changes in spherulitic structures, spherulitic size, crystallinity, 
etc. Hence, the thermal transition taking place during the LTW process 
can change the initial orientation of microstructures. The complete 
melting of the weld zone leads to recrystallisation initiating from the 
primary nucleation step leading to the growth of large spherulites. The 
region surrounding the weld zone undergoes partial melting with the 

combination of homogeneous (from the melted polymer), heteroge-
neous crystallisation (from the surface of the crystal) and secondary 
nucleation process occurs upon cooling. The overall change of the 
polymer morphology at the weld zone and its surrounding strongly in-
fluences the mechanical properties of the welded thermoplastic. It is 
difficult to study the morphological changes of the thermally treated 
thermoplastics through laser radiations once the samples are welded 
together. The non-contact spacer method was used to prepare laser- 
treated, and non-laser treated areas on samples to study the effect of 
laser process parameters or the thermal cycle on the crystallinity 
behaviour and type of crystals present in the samples using XRD. The 
samples containing 0.5 wt.% and 1 wt.% were considered for this study 
with neat iPP as the LT layer. The laser treatment is not the exact replica 
of the welding of the samples due to a spacer in between; however, the 
observation of the change of crystallinity trend in the laser-treated 
samples has been considered an interesting insight. 

As shown in Fig. 9, in the non-contact spacer method [34], a spacer 
of the thickness of 0.5 mm was placed above the LA followed by LT. The 
spacer prevents the welding of the two components. A series of line scans 
at various line energies were made at a constant S of 1000 mm/s and 
varying the P, i.e., 80 W, 100 W and 120 W. 

Siemens D500 X-ray diffractometer operating at 40 kV and 30 mA 
using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) was utilised to study the crystal-
linity behaviour of the laser-treated and non-laser-treated areas of the 
iPP samples [34]. Patterns were obtained over the range of 2-theta from 
5◦ to 55◦ with an angular step interval of 0.02◦. An aluminium holder 
was used for mounting the composites, and the height was adjusted 
using a glass slide. The crystallinity percentage was calculated from the 
ratio of crystalline peak area to the total peak area, as demonstrated by 
Bhadra et al. (2008) [35]. 

XRD analysis was carried out for the non-laser treated, and laser- 
treated composites after the non-contact spacer method were applied 
to composites. Fig. 10 (a) indicates the characteristics diffraction peaks 

Fig. 7. Scheme of lap joint geometry with a top view (top) and side 
view (bottom). 

Table 6 
Process control LTW parameters for welding composites, their limits and levels.  

Factors Variables Unit Notations Levels 

Low Mid High 

Continuous Laser power W P 80 100 120 
Welding speed mm/s S 1000 1200 1400 

Categorical Carbon Black (%) CB 0.5 and 1.0  

Fig. 8. Welding trials (a) Welding of neat iPP with 0.5 wt.% CB (b) Degradation 
of 3.0 wt.% of CB composites for the given process window. 

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the non-contact spacer experiment set-up.  
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of 2θ = 14.3◦, 17.2◦, 18.8◦, 22.2◦, 25.7◦ and 28.7◦ correspond to the 
(110), (041), (130), (041), (060), and (220) planes respectively. The 
peaks represent the α – crystals of iPP, which was the dominant crys-
talline phase after a thermal modification [36-38]. The diffraction peak 
at 43◦, denoted by Cr, was assigned to the (100) plane of CB [39-41]. It 
is apparent from Fig. 10 (b) that the intensity of the peaks and the 
percentage crystallinity increase with the line energy. The increase was 
higher for 1.0 wt.% CB compared to 0.5 wt.% CB. This can be attributed 
to the fact that with an increase in line energy, more heat is transferred 
to iPP chains, and chain scission occurs, which is more significant in 
iPP–CB composites. The chain scission decreases the number of chain 
entanglement and increases the motion ability of chains in the melted 
zone, which lead to an increased crystallinity percentage of iPP after 
resolidification [16]. The degree of crystallinity, spherulitic dimensions 
and its distribution determine the mechanical properties of iPP [42]. 

6. Mechanical testing and mathematical modelling 

The mechanical testing was carried out for the laser-welded lap joint 
combination of neat iPP as LT and 0.5 and 1 wt.% containing CB as LA 
layer followed by their weld width measurements. 

6.1. Weld width measurement 

The weld widths (WW) of the fractured specimens were measured 
using an Olympus microscope (model BX51) to calculate apparent lap 
weld shear strength (s). The distance between the two outer bounds of 
the joint line at the middle point of the laser absorptive parts was 
measured as the WW after the lap shear testing. An average of the three 
measurements of weld widths, w1, w2 and w3, were taken as an average 
apparent WW. Weld area was calculated according to equation (2): 

Weld area = average apparent weld width × width of the specimen
(2)  

6.2. Weld lap shear test 

The test specimens were fixed in the grips of the testing machine such 
that the applied load coincided with the specimen’s long axis (Fig. 11). 
The crosshead extension rate was set to load the joint at the rate of 8.3 to 
9.7 MPa min− 1 (as per the ASTM D3164) using a load cell of 5KN at a 
temperature of 16 ◦C. Weld quality was evaluated by measuring the σ 
obtained by normalising maximum force (Fmax) at the break with the 
weld area. 

Weld quality in laser transmission welding is a function of various 
properties: thermal, morphological, rheological, and optical. Multiple 
responses define weld quality. The present study determined the weld 
quality by mechanical testing of the welded assembly, with apparent 
WW (in mm) and σ (in MPa) as the responses. In lap shear testing, 
tension was applied at both the ends of the welding joints [43]. 

Weld lap shear strength (σ) was determined with the help of the 
following equation (3) taking ASTM D3164 as reference: 

Weld shear strength(σ) = Fmax
Apparent weld width × thickness

(3)  

where Fmax is the maximum force in N required for weld failure, as 
shown in Fig. 12 (a) load Vs extension graph. The distance between the 
two outer bounds of the joint line at the middle point of LA was measured 
as apparent WW, as shown in Fig. 12 (b). Fmax value for composite 
containing 1.0 wt.% CB (base material crystallinity 38.28%) was higher 
than 0.5 wt.% CB (base material crystallinity 37.28%) for a given laser 
parameter of P and S. The crystallinity of individual components will 
contribute to the overall mechanical property of the laser-welded as-
sembly. A similar correlation of mechanical properties and crystallinity 
for base polymer was observed by Verma et al., 2015 [44] during 
shielding studies and again in [30] during the study of iPP random 
copolymer with varying carbon nanotubes (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.9, 1.8 and 
4.6 wt.%). 

6.3. Development of mathematical models 

The experiment was designed based on the two continuous factors, P 
and S, at three levels of CCD-RSM as shown in Table 1 of Supplementary 

Fig. 10. (a) XRD traces of iPP and its CB composites show crystal peaks (example for 0.5 wt.% CB). (b) Increase in the percentage crystallinity with line energy and 
carbon black. 

Fig. 11. Photograph of a lap shear welded composites between the clamps 
during a mechanical test. 
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Note 3, taking the 0.5 and 1.0 wt.% CB loaded composites as a cate-
gorical factor (2 and 3 wt.% CB loaded composites degraded). Face- 
centered was used with alpha = 1 and two replicates (blocks), making 
the total number of independent design points/ experiment = 52. The 
bond quality was evaluated by σ and apparent WW. According to the 
design matrix, the experiment was randomly carried out to avoid any 
systematic error in the investigation. 

Minitab v19 software was used to analyse the measured responses 
and determine the mathematical models with the best fits. Supplemen-
tary Note 4 (Table 2) and 5 (Table 3) shows the ANOVA of the responses 
WW and σ, respectively. The backward elimination process eliminated 
the model terms associated with σ and WW responses, which were 
insignificant (significance criteria: p-value < 0.05; 95% confidence 
level). Quadratic regression equations (4–7) for predicting σ of 0.5 wt.% 
CB (σ0.5% CB) and 1.0 wt.% CB (σ1% CB) and apparent WW of 0.5 wt.% CB 
(WW0.5% CB) and 1.0 wt.% CB (WW1% CB) were obtained as follows: 

WW0.5% CB = 1.512 − 0.00503P+0.000335S+0.000049P2 − 0.000000263S2

(4)  

WW1% CB = 1.535 − 0.00503P+0.000335S+0.000049P2P − 0.000000263S2

(5)  

σ0.5% CB = 10.78 − 0.01P − 0.006919S+ 0.000959P2 (6)  

σ1% CB = 11.46 − 0.0781P − 0.006919S+ 0.000959P2 (7) 

The F-value and the Pareto chart (Supplementary Note 4–7) were 
used to determine the relative significance of the input variables. Higher 
F-value indicates a more significant effect. The ANOVA table and the 

Pareto chart suggest that P was the most influencing input variable, 
followed by S and CB for WW and σ. The quadratic effect of P (P2) was 
significant for σ and WW. Even the S (S2) quadratic effect was significant 
apart from P (P2). The Pareto charts in Supplementary Notes 6 and 7 
showed that P was more significant than S in influencing σ and WW. The 
predicted values of WW and S were calculated based on the regression 
equations 4–7. The correlation between the actual experimental values 
of WW and σ with predicted values is shown in Fig. 13 (a) and (b), 
respectively. The R2 value for the plot for WW is 95.58%, and that for σ 
is 89.48%. The adequacy measures indicate an adequate model [45,46]. 
The figure shows that the obtained models for predicting the responses 
are appropriate and consistent with the actual experimental values. 

7. Effect of line energy and carbon black on the responses 

The size and shape of the welded specimen, internal stresses or flaws 
of the specimen during processing and the environmental factors 
determine σ. With an increase in P, a greater volume of the base material 
was melted; hence a wider weld-seam width is obtained. Similar ob-
servations were made by Kumar et al. (2021) [47] and Acherjee et al. 
(2009) [9] during the optimisation studies of LTW of thermoplastics. In 
the present study, the WW of the samples decreases at higher values of S. 
With an increase in S, interaction time/irradiation time between the 
laser beam and the material gets reduced. Consequently, the amount of 
heat delivered is also reduced. Samples welded at higher S values have 
morphology closer to the original iPP matrix morphology as the expo-
sure to the thermal cycle was for a shorter period. The main effect plot 
for WW (Fig. 14) and σ (Fig. 15) versus the process parameters showed 
that the maximum value of the responses was achieved at higher P and 

Fig. 12. iPP composite with 0.5 and 1.0 wt.% CB welded at laser power 120 W and welding speed 1000mm/s. (a) Load Vs extension graph (b) microscopic images of 
the apparent weld widths measured after lap shear testing. 
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CB at lower S values. 
Due to an adequate clamp pressure (with clamping force 700 N), 

good contact between the overlapped specimens resulted in better heat 
conduction. During LTW studies, Liu et al. (2016) [48] and Russek et al. 
(2003) [49] observed that the mechanical properties are dependent on 
the line energy in addition to material properties (melting temperature, 
thermal conductivity, etc.). In the present study, the composites were 
welded at very low line energy ranging from 0.06 to 0.12 J/mm. Fig. 16 
(a) and (b) shows the bar graph of the mean values of WW and σ at 

various line energies, depicting the effect of line energy and CB on the 
responses. It can be seen from the graph (Figs. 14 and 15) that WW and σ 
increase with an increase in the line energy. At lower line energy (lower 
P and higher S), there is poor heat transfer which may not be sufficient 
for the material to completely melt and flow, resulting in inadequate 
material inter-diffusion and no welding of the parts. The WW and σ 
increase was higher for the composite containing a greater percentage of 
CB, i.e., 1.0 wt.% CB > 0.5 wt.% CB. This is due to a higher percentage of 
crystallinity of the sample containing 1.0 wt.% CB (38.28%) than that of 
0.5 wt.% (37.28 %) as discussed in section 3.1 obtained through DSC 
results. Also, based on the XRD results of morphological studies (section 
5) from the non-contact spacer method, it was observed that the 
recrystallisation during the resolidification after laser treatment led to a 
higher percentage of crystallinity of the sample containing 1.0 wt.% CB 
compared to 0.5 wt.% CB. A greater variation was observed on the 
Thermo-mechanical performance at 0.5 wt.% CB due to volumetric heat 
generation. According to the literature, there may be a generation of 
higher van der Waals forces at higher line energy and an improved weld 
strength [50] with more material being melted, resulting in a wider WW. 

Higher S leads to low-heat input of the base material; as a result, σ 
decreases. However, at lower speed and higher P values, the material 
can burn and eventually decompose. An optimum value of weld strength 
can be attained at a favourable value of line energy with an appropriate 
combination of P and S. 

8. Optimisation of weld width and weld lap shear strength 

In order to maximise WW and σ, response optimisation was carried 
out for 0.5 wt.% and 1.0 wt.% CB values. The column in Fig. 17 repre-
sents the process parameter, and the row represents a response variable. 
Each cell of the optimisation plot represents how one of the responses 
varies as a function of laser process parameters with other parameters 
constant [51]. The numbers at the top of each column show the upper 
and lower levels of the laser process parameters as well as the optimum 
parameter level. The first column of each row shows the target of re-
sponses and response predicted to achieve the target (y) at the optimum 
parametric setting. 

It was found from the optimisation plot that for P = 120 W, 
S = 1000 mm/s and 1.0 wt.% CB, the responses were maximised at 
WW = 1.7 mm and σ = 8.98 MPa. The experimental value obtained for 
maximum σ during the experiment for WW was 1.7 mm, and that for σ 
was 8.33 MPa in the case of 1 wt.% CB (Table 1, Supplementary Note 3). 
This indicates that the model obtained in the previous section for WW 
was a good fit with R2 = 95.58% and for the σ model with R2 = 89.48%. 

Considering the material aspects in the present study, the absorption 
coefficient of LA increases with an increase in the CB content. An 
increased S with lower P can be used for composites containing higher 

Fig. 13. A plot of actual Vs predicted response of (a) WW (b) σ results.  

Fig. 14. Main effect plot of P, S and CB for weld width.  

Fig. 15. Main effect plot of P, S and CB for weld shear strength.  
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CB. Higher CB would change the absorption type: from volume ab-
sorption to surface absorption. Since the radiant energy gets absorbed 
over a broad layer of absorbing material in volume absorption, the 
temperature attained at the interface was relatively low, resulting in 
narrow WW in LA, i.e., higher optical penetration depth. The radiant 
energy gets completely absorbed in a very thin layer of the laser 
absorbing part in surface absorption. As the absorbed energy gets con-
verted into heat at the surface, the interface reaches a higher tempera-
ture, resulting in a wider WW and a reduced penetration depth. This was 
also observed by Acherjee et al., 2012 [52] during model development 
for LTW and again in 2012 [53] while studying the effect of carbon black 
during LTW of polymers. CB content affects the WW more strongly than 
weld depths in LT and LA. 

9. Conclusion 

iPP-CB composite samples (0.5 wt.% and 1.0 wt.%) were successfully 
welded with the neat iPP composites at low line energy of 0.06–0.12 J/ 
mm using the diode laser transmission welding machine. With the same 
processing window, the composites containing a higher percentage of 
CB (>1.0 wt.%) could not be welded. Melting temperature and decom-
position temperature obtained from thermal characterisation and laser 
temperatures for the given parameters obtained from thermal simula-
tion facilitated defining an estimation of the laser process window. 

Central Composite Design was utilised with backward elimination for 
optimising the weld quality in terms of apparent weld width and weld 
lap shear strength. The primary conclusions drawn from the thermal, 
morphological and mechanical characterisation are as follows:  

• Carbon black concentration plays a significant role in the laser 
transmission welding process for achieving better weld quality. With 
an increase in CB, the type of absorption changes from volume ab-
sorption to surface absorption. At 1 wt.% CB, the temperature profile 
and the mechanical performance of the welds were more stable 
compared to 0.5 wt.% CB.  

• Crystallinity also plays an essential role in defining weld integrity 
and weld quality. The percentage of crystallinity of the base material 
increased with an increase in CB content up to 2.0 wt.% CB. For 
3.0 wt.% CB, there was a decrease in the percentage crystallinity.  

• A novel approach of a non-contact spacer method facilitated the 
study of the crystallinity trend in detail for laser-treated composites 
through XRD. This approach was used to study the morphological 
changes in the polymer due to thermal transitions occurring during 
LTW. With an increase in line energy and percentage of CB content, 
there was an increase in the iPP crystallinity. For a given line energy 
treatment of 0.12 J/mm, the crystallinity for 0.5 wt.% CB was 
54.14%, and that of 1.0 wt.% CB was 60.09%. An increase in crys-
tallinity of the laser treated base material contributed to the overall 
increase in the weld strength of the laser-welded composite.  

• ANOVA results and the Pareto chart (supplementary Note 4–7) 
indicated that both P and S have more substantial effects on WW and 
σ, with P being the most significant factor. The main effect plot 
showed that increasing P increased WW and σ, whereas increasing S 
decreased both the responses. The responses were maximised at an 
optimised value of 120 W, 1000 mm/s and 1.0 wt.% CB. As the re-
sponses are very sensitive to the laser process parameters, selecting 
the parameters needs to be carried out systematically.  

• The predicted values obtained through regression equations were in 
good agreement with the experimental data. Hence, the model can 
predict WW and σ effectively within the limits of laser welding pa-
rameters being used. 

The correlation of CB affecting polymer crystallinity and the de-
pendency of mechanical properties of laser-welded joints on crystallinity 
is well established in the present study. However, further studies on 
understanding the correlation of different zones in the welded area with 
the crystalline morphology could assist in getting more deeper insights 
into the polymer microstructure modification and its evolution with 
varying laser parameters and CB compositions. Composites with higher 
wt.% CB could potentially be welded at lower P and higher S as part of 
future work. The thermal exposure time for the material at welding 

Fig. 16. Comparison of (a) apparent weld width and (b) weld shear strength for 0.5 wt.% CB and 1.0 wt.% CB with line energy.  

Fig. 17. Optimisation plot for weld width and weld lap shear strength.  
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speed is very low compared to that during thermal characterisation. If 
the correlation of these heating rates is studied in detail, it can further 
reduce the number of experimental trials to set the laser processing 
window. With the help of Avrami’s equation, the rate of crystallisation 
can be determined along with the nucleation and growth parameter. The 
simulation model can also be developed further to predict the location of 
degradation during the LTW process. 
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